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ABSTRACT 

 The Consumer Protection Act 1986 is aimed to protect the interest of individual 

consumers against the unfair practices being widely prevalent in the market but the company 

cannot file the complainant due to unfair practices.  The MRTP Act was limited to certain 

transactions and its only deal with the abuse of dominant position. After repeal of MRTP Act, 

the Competition Act 2002 was enacted. But now the Competition Act will deal with more 

than the MRTP Act. There is no specific limitation. I have discussed in this paper what is the 

distinction between MRTP Act and Competition Act and how its affect to consumers.  

 

KEYWORDS: Competition, Consumer, Combination  

 

INTRODUCTION 

“In our own country, political and economic thinkers have become increasingly aware 

in recent years of the need of an examination of the problem1”. 

Competition Commission of India ushers in a new Competition Regime in India. The 

new regime will herald a paradigm shift to the business environment in India. A significant 

section of Indian industry is, perhaps rightly so, apprehensive about this new enactment and 

its possible impact on them. Needless to say that this dynamic statute can and will touch and 

change the way Corporate India functions on a day to day basis. Competition law, also 

known as anti-trust law in some jurisdictions is that branch of law which is designed to 

protect the interest of the consumer by protecting competition in the market.  This 

‘competition’ is protected by protecting trade and commerce from restraints, monopolies, 

price-fixing, and price discrimination. A perfect competition exists in “a completely efficient 

market situation characterized by numerous buyers and sellers, a homogenous product, 

perfect information for all parties, and complete freedom to move in and out of the market”. 

Even though perfect competition is a utopian concept, it is used as a standard for measuring 

market performance2. 
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Indian Parliament passed the Competition Act in 2002 and it came to effect from October 14, 

2003. The Competition Act which provides for the establishment of CCI to achieve the 

following goals3 

 Prevent practices having adverse effect on competition 

 Promote and sustain competition in the market 

 Protect the interests of consumers and 

 Ensure freedom of trade carried on by participants in markets 

The Competition Act prohibits the following agreements:- 

Anti-competitive agreements – These are agreements between entities in respect of 

production, supply, distribution, storage, acquisition or control of goods or provisions of 

services, which cause or are likely to cause an appreciable effect on competition within India.  

Abuse of dominant position – Dominant position means a position of strength enjoyed by an 

enterprise in the relevant market in India which allows it to, Operate independently of 

competitive forces prevailing in the relevant market or Affect its competitors or consumers or 

the relevant market in its favour. 

Regulation of Combinations – Apart from prohibiting the above mentioned anti-competitive 

actions, Competition Act also empowers CCI to regulate Combinations. Combination has not 

been defined in the act but includes the following, when they exceed the threshold limits 

specified in terms of assets or turnovers4: 

 Acquisition of controls, shares, voting rights or assets 

 Acquisition of control by a person over an enterprise where such person has control 

over another enterprise engaged in competing business 

 Merger or amalgamation between or amongst enterprises 

Any entity which proposes to enter into a Combination has to notify CCI and seek its 

approval before entering the Combination. If CCI concludes that the proposed combination 

will cause or is likely to cause an appreciable adverse effect on competition within the 

relevant market in India, it can either prohibit it or propose suitably modification to the 

proposal5. 

Consumers have been recognized as an important component of the economy, and 

protecting them from exploitation and ensuring their rights has become a vital feature of 

government legislations and policies. Apart from the legislation enacted for consumer 

protection, a number of other laws provide for the protection of consumer interests. Section 6 
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of The Consumer Protection Act speaks that, to promote and protect the rights of the 

consumers such as, redressal against unfair trade practices, consumer education, protection 

against hazardous goods, right to be heard, right to be informed etc. A recent amendment of 

the Consumer Protection Act, among other things deals with rights of complaint, monetary 

jurisdiction and enforcement. The amended Act provides for attachment and subsequent sale 

of the property of a person not complying with an order. Proceeds from such sales may go to 

pay the damages of the aggrieved consumer. Thus, Consumer Protection Act is a 

comprehensive piece of legislation, dealing with all the aspects of consumer protection in 

India, and ensuring consumer rights in the best possible way. It provides redressal even to an 

individual consumer grievance, unlike competition law6. 

Prior to Competition Law Act, there was Monopolies and Restrictive Trade Practices Act, 

1969, its aim to prevent concentration of economic power to the common detriment, provide 

for control of monopolies and probation of monopolistic, restrictive and unfair trade practice, 

and protect consumer interest. Monopolistic trade practice is that which represents abuse of 

market power in the production and marketing of goods and services by eliminating potential 

competitors from market and taking advantage of the control over the market by charging 

unreasonably high prices, preventing or reducing competition, limiting technical 

development, deteriorating product quality or by adopting unfair or deceptive trade 

practices7.  

The Difference between the MRTP Act 1969 and The Competition Act 2002 is as follows :-

The MRTP Act was enacted in the Pre Liberalisation era whereas the Competition Act is 

enacted in the Post Liberalisation era. The Object of the old Act was to prevent the economic 

concentration in one Common detriment, curbing unfair trade practices, and to check 

monopolistic activities, on the other hand the object of the new Act is to promote and 

Sustaining Competition in the market and to ensure the freedom of trade and to protect the 

interest of the consumer in whole. 

The MRTP Commission has the advisory role only whereas the later has some 

effective role including that of initiating suomoto actions and impose punishments to the 

entities having some adverse effect in the market8. 
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The difference between the MRTP Act and Competition Act9 

S.No MRTP Act, 1969 Competition Act, 2002 

1 Based on pre-reforms command 

control regime 

Based on post-reforms liberalised regime 

2 Based on size/structure as factor Based on conduct as a factor 

3 Competition offences implicit and not 

defined 

Competition offences explicit and defined 

4 Complex in arrangement and language  Simple in arrangement and language and 

comprehensible  

5 Frowns upon dominance Acts upon abuse of dominance  

6 Registration of business agreements, 

such as marketing etc., compulsory 

No requirement of registration of 

agreements  

7 No combinations, regulations Combination regulation beyond a high 

threshold limit  

8 No competition advocacy role for the 

MRTPC 

CCI has competition advocacy role 

9 No penalties for offences Penalties for offences 

10 Reactive and rigid Proactive and flexible 

11 Unfair trade practices covered Unfair trade practices omitted (Consumer 

Protection Act, 1986 will deal with them) 

12 Rule of law approach Rule of reason approach 

13 Blanket exclusion of intellectual 

property rights 

Exclusion of intellectual property rights, 

but unreasonable restrictions covered 

 

What is Merger and Amalgamation? 

Under the Company Law, Section 391-394 speaks about the Merger and amalgamation. 

Merger in its commercial sense connotes union of two or more commercial interests, 

corporation, undertakings, bodies or any other entities. Merger in corporate business means 

fusion of two or more corporation by the transfer of all property to a single corporation. The 

remaining corporation continues in existence, having absorbed the others10. 

Merger is the process by which shareholder of two or more companies agree to merge with 

any one of the companies, and to take the shares of the surviving company in lieu of their 

shareholding in the meaning company.  
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The term amalgamation is used synonymously with the term merger, and has the same verbal 

meaning as that of merger. However, the Income Tax Act 1961, defines the term 

‘amalgamation’ as the merger of one or more companies with another company or the merger 

of two or more companies to form one company in such a manner that all the properties and 

liabilities of the amalgamating company’s, before the amalgamation, becomes the properties 

and liabilities of the amalgamated company by virtue of the amalgamation and not less than 

three-fourth shareholders of the amalgamating company become the shareholders of the 

amalgamating company become the shareholders of the amalgamated company.  

The result of amalgamation is that the shareholder base of the surviving company is 

broadened to the extent of the shareholder base of the merging companies since the 

shareholders of the merging company become the shareholders of the surviving company11.  

Section 396 deals with the power of the central government to provide for an amalgamation 

of companies in the national interest. In any scheme of amalgamation, both the amalgamating 

company or companies and the amalgamated company should comply with the requirements 

specified in sections 391 to 394 and submit details of all the formalities for consideration of 

the Tribunal. It is not enough if one of the companies alone fulfils the necessary formalities. 

Sections 394, 394A of the Companies Act deal with the procedures and the requirements to 

be followed in order to effect amalgamations of companies coupled with the provisions 

relating to the powers of the Tribunal and the central government in the matter of bringing 

about amalgamations of companies12. 

 

History of Merger/Amalgamation  

In India, the merger was not popular until the year 1988. During that period a very 

small percentage of businesses in the country used to come together, mostly into a friendly 

acquisition with a negotiated deal. The key factor contributing to fewer companies involved 

in the merger is the regulatory and prohibitory provisions of Monopolies Restrictive Trade 

Practice  Act, 1969. According to this Act, a company or a firm has to follow a pressurized 

and burdensome procedure to get approval for merger and acquisitions. Further to that many 

other Non-Residents Indians had put in their efforts to take control over various companies 

through their stock exchange portfolio13.  

Illustration: 

Merger: A is a company located in Delhi and running with profits. B is a company located in 

Delhi and running with bad conditions. If B wants to merge with A, then they have to take the 
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permission from the High Court regarding the Merger. Without having the permission, the 

merger is void. The merger will not to be effective.   

Approval of National Company Law Tribunal under the Companies Act, 1956 

Section 394 read with section 391 of the Companies Act, 1956 provides for approval 

of the Tribunal (or in place of High Court) for any compromise or arrangement proposed 

between a company and its shareholders and /or its creditors where the compromise or 

arrangement has been prepared for the purposes of or in connection with, a scheme for 

reconstruction of any company or the amalgamation of any two or more companies or where 

the whole or any part of the undertaking or properties or liabilities of any company concerned 

in the scheme is to be transferred to another company. The tribunal may consider the scheme 

of arrangement or amalgamation after obtaining consent of shareholders and creditors of the 

transferor and transferee companies. This is an additional requirement for the companies 

concerned apart from seeking clearance from the competition commission14.  

There is no definition for Acquisition under Companies Act, but however under SEBI 

(Substantial Acquisition of Shares and Takeovers) Regulations, 1997 its means that “any 

person who directly or indirectly acquires or agrees to acquire shares or voting rights in the 

target company or acquires or agrees to acquire control over the target company, either by 

himself or with any person acting in concert with the acquirer”.15 

The dichotomy as between an undertaking and an owner of an undertaking is explained by 

the supreme court in Carew & Co. Ltd v Union of India16. It observed that accompany has a 

separate legal personality apart from its shareholders and it is the company as a separate 

entity which alone can own an undertaking. It further observed that even a purchase of 100 

per cent shares of a company does not have the effect of acquisition of the undertaking owned 

by that company and does not make the purchaser the owner of that company. 

Mergers under US Law 

 Most mergers actually benefit competition and consumers by allowing firms to 

operate more efficiently. But some are likely to lessen competition. That, in turn, can lead to 

higher prices, reduced availability of goods or services, lower quality of products, and less 

innovation. Indeed, some mergers create a concentrated market, while others enable a single 

firm to raise prices17.  

What is a Combination? 

Briefly, a Combination is an acquisition of one or more enterprises by one or more 

persons, or merger or amalgamation of enterprises, if it meets the prescribed monetary 

thresholds, and involves: 
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 Any acquisition of control, shares, voting rights or assets of any enterprise; 

 Any acquisition of control by a person over an enterprise, where such person already 

has direct/indirect control over another enterprise in a similar business; or Any merger 

or amalgamation of enterprises18. 

Combination as defined under section 5 includes the merger of enterprises and their 

acquisitions. It speaks that, the acquisition of one or more enterprises by one or more persons 

or merger or amalgamation of enterprises shall be a combination of such enterprises and 

persons or enterprises. 

Section 5 also forbids a combination resulting from acquiring of control by a person over an 

enterprise when such person has already direct or indirect control over another enterprise 

engaged in production, distribution or trading of a similar or identical or substituted goods or 

provision of similar or identical or substituted service, if the value of assets or the turnover of 

both the said enterprises is more than the amount as mentioned in section 5(b). thus, the 

combination of two enterprises as a result of one having now been acquired, under the same 

control is a forbidden combination19.  

Turnover for Combination 

The other criterion than the value of assets is the combined turnover of the parties involved. 

The expression “turnover” has been defined in section 2(x) inclusively. It includes value of 

sale or services. The expression normally means the number of times assets such as raw 

material or other items of inventory are replaced during a year. It is normally associated with 

manufacturing, trading and similar activities. It refers to total value of all sales affected by a 

manufacturer or trader, or the amount of money turnover in a business20. 

It has to reference to circulating assets which are regularly turned over in the course of trade. 

Trading stock, that is to say, goods held for sale and delivery to customers, and book debts, 

that is to say debts owned by customers to whom goods have been supplied or services 

rendered, are equally part of trader’s circulating capital. The trader does not hold them for 

enjoyment in specie. They provide to him his clash flow21. It is equivalent to sales.  

Scope of Section 

Combination of one or more enterprises under this section, which may e the subject matter of 

an enquiry by the commission under section 2022, is in three parts, namely23:- 

(a) Acquisitions of control of shares, voting rights or assets of an enterprise: 

(b) Acquisition of control of an enterprise by the acquirer already having control over 

acquired entity engaged in the production of same or similar goods, etc., 
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(c) Merger or amalgamation of an enterprise24. 

  Assets Turnover 

In India No 

Group 

Rs. 1,000 Cr Rs. 3,000 Cr 

Group Rs. 4,000 Cr Rs. 12,000 Cr 

In India 

and 

outside 

 Assets Turnover 

 Total India Total India 

 No 

Group 

USD 500 Rs. 5,00 Cr USD 1500 Rs. 1,500 Cr 

 Group USD 2000 Rs. 5,00 Cr USD 6000 Rs. 1,500 Cr 

It may be noted that the aforesaid monetary limits will be considered for revision by the 

Central Government after every 2 years vide section 20(3). 

The amalgamation even if approved by the shareholders and the court under the companies 

Act, could still be examined under the competition Law and held void if anti-competitive25. 

Time prescribed under Competition Law for Merger  

The Competition Act provides a time period of 210 days to Competition Commission 

of India to take a decision on a merger filing. However, understanding that time is of essence 

in merger transactions, CCI has imposed on its own a time limit of 180 days on a best 

endeavour basis. Further, combinations regulations require the Commission to form a prima 

facie opinion within 30 days as to whether the combination is likely to cause an appreciable 

adverse effect on competition. In pursuance of this provision, most filings are likely to be 

approved in this shorter timeframe. Only few filings with serious competition concerns are 

likely to go beyond this period to the second stage of investigation. These will be 

automatically cleared at the end of 210 days if no order is passed26. 

 

Regulations under Competition Law 

Section 6 deals with the regulation of combinations. It contains a prohibition against a 

combination which causes or is likely to cause an appreciable adverse effect on competition 

and also provisions requiring pre-notification of combinations. Concentration of economic 

power occurs, inter alia, through takeovers and mergers27. 
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Section 6(1) prohibits a person or an enterprise from entering into a combination which 

causes or is likely to cause an appreciable adverse effect on competition within the relevant 

market in India. Such a combination is void28. 

In United States v. United States Steel Corporation29, it was held that, If competition is not, 

likely to be, affected, the combination is not prohibited. Thus a combination, short of 

monopoly, is not objectionable merely because of its size, its capital or power of production 

or merely because a power to restrain competition, if not exerted.  

Other Laws regarding Combination 

 

As far as American law is concerned, it is said that the Sherman Act, 1890, is the first 

codification of recognized common law principles of competition law. With the progress of 

time, even there the competition law has attained new dimensions with the enactment of 

subsequent laws, like the Clayton Act, 1914, the Federal Trade Commission Act, 1914 and 

the Robinson-Patman Act, 1936. The United Kingdom, on the other hand, introduced the 

considerably less stringent Restrictive Practices Act, 1956, but later on more elaborate 

legislations like the Competition Act, 1998 and the Enterprise Act, 2002 were introduced. 

Australia introduced its current Trade Practices Act in 1974. The overall intention of 

competition law policy has not changed markedly over the past century. Its intent is to limit 

the role of market power that might result from substantial concentration in a particular 

industry. The major concern with monopoly and similar kinds of concentration is not that 

being big is necessarily undesirable. However, because of the control exerted by a monopoly 

over price, there are economic efficiency losses to society and product quality and diversity 

may also be affected. Thus, there is a need to protect competition30.  

 

US Competition Act 

Antitrust law was enacted in the U.S. in 1890 primarily to control the concentration of 

economic and industrial power. However, Section 7 of the Clayton Act is the primary 

legislation in the U.S. governing mergers and acquisitions, but limits itself to the territory of 

the United States. The Clayton Act applies to both mergers with immediate anticompetitive 

effects and those that have a future probability of substantially reducing competition. In 

addition, the principal legislation Sherman Act broadly states that every contract, 

combination, or conspiracy that restrains trade or commerce among the states, or with foreign 

nations, is illegal and that every person who monopolizes, or attempts to monopolize is guilty 

of a felony31. 
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European Competition Laws 

European competition law is governed primarily by Articles 85 and 86 of the Treaty 

Establishing the European Community. Article 85 is designed primarily to achieve the same 

goal as the Sherman Act in U.S. legislation insofar as it prohibits all agreements and 

concerted practices that affect trade among E.U. members and which have as their main 

objective the prevention, restriction or distortion of competition. Article 86 is designed to 

meet the policy objectives of the Clayton Act in that it prohibits the abuse of a dominant 

market position through unfair trading conditions, pricing, limiting production, tying, and 

dumping. The European Court of Justice has also adopted a similar approach to 

extraterritorial enforcement of competition laws than that of U.S. courts32. 

The establishment of the Commission and enactment of the Act was aimed at 

preventing practices having adverse effect on competition, to protect the interest of the 

consumer and to ensure fair trade carried out by other participants in the market in India and 

for matters connected therewith or incidental thereto33. 

 

Effects on Consumers 

The kind of protection accorded to consumers under the Competition Act and the 

Consumer Protection Act can be inferred from the definition of the word ‘consumer’ under 

the two statutes. The definition of ‘consumer’ under the Consumer Protection Act, 1986, 

includes any buyer or user of goods or services but does not include a person who obtains 

such goods for resale or for any commercial purpose. However, the definition under the 

Competition Act, 2002, recognizes a person who buys or uses goods or services for 

commercial purpose or for resale, as a consumer. In this way, the Competition Act aims to 

protect the larger public interest from anticompetitive practices34. 

 

Consumer Protection Act, 1986 

 Consumer Protection Act, 1986, as originally framed, did not cover complaints 

against Restrictive Trade Practices and did not provide redressal to the consumers against 

such practices. In 1993 the Consumer Protection Act was amended and extended the 

jurisdiction of this Act by covering RTP relating to Tie-in Sales vide section 2 of CP Act. 

Insofar as the restrictive trade practise relating to Tie-in sales is concerned, there is 

concurrent jurisdiction in the Competition Commission and Consumer Disputes redressal 
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authorities set up under the Consumer Protection Act. An aggrieved person can approach any 

of these two forums, for redressal of his grievance35. 

 

The Companies Act, 1956 does not expressly provide for the protection of consumer 

interests. However, shareholders can be considered as consumers by the following 

interpretation: Firstly, shareholders buy shares and earn dividend. This payment of dividend 

is a service offered by the company in exchange of the price offered by the shareholders for 

the shares. Under the Consumer Protection Act, any person who hires or avails any service 

for a consideration is a consumer. Secondly, shareholders under the Companies Act, have 

limited liability, unlike the owners, who have an unlimited liability. Therefore, shareholders 

cannot be considered as owners, and thus can be considered as consumers.36 

 

In Haridas Exports vs All India Float Glass Manufactures Association37 

In the case of import of soda ash, the contention is that the appellant is a cartel in 

America which was proposing to sell soda ash to India at very low prices with a view to 

eliminate competition and to adversely affect the Indian industry. Any agreement of sale by 

the appellant to an Indian purchaser would not attract the provisions of Section 33(1)(d), 

which refers only to cartelising agreements and not to agreements of sale and purchase. But 

the MRTP Commission will have jurisdiction under Section 37 to pass orders if such a sale 

was to amount to being a restrictive trade practice. For the Commission to have jurisdiction to 

pass such an order, whether interim or final, it must come to the conclusion that it is in public 

interest to do so. It is to be borne in mind that public interest does not necessarily mean 

interest only of the industry. Unless and until it can be demonstrated that an efficient Indian 

industry would be forced to shut down or suffer serious loss resulting in closure or 

unemployment, the Commission ought not to pass an injunction restraining an Indian party 

from importing goods from a cartel at predatory prices. Importing goods at a price lower than 

what is available in India is not per se illegal. We have provisions under the Customs Act 

which enables the Government to impose anti- dumping duties with a view to protect the 

Indian industry. Nevertheless, the era of protectionism is now coming to an end. The Indian 

industry has to gear up so as to meet the challenges from abroad. If the cartel is selling goods 

to India and still making profit then it will not be in the interest of the general body of the 

consumers in India to prevent the import of such goods. The remedy of the Indian industry, in 

such an event, is to take recourse to the provisions under the Customs Act in relation to the 

levy of anti-dumping duties. 
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According to the respondents, the MRTP Act provides for a judicial remedy for 

specified practices done individually or collectively. An individual consumer or a trade 

association or a competitor can approach the MRTP Commission. There is a right of appeal 

to the Supreme Court against the orders passed by the MRTP Commission. Only domestic 

industry has the right to initiate anti- dumping proceedings. Thus the scope and operation of 

the Acts mentioned above was different. In particular, the ingredients of transactions which 

attract operation of the MRTP Act and the Customs Tariff Act are different and the question 

of one superseding the other as a special law does not arise. They operate in different fields 

and are subject to different considerations. Hence, in the absence of any conflict or overlap 

between the two statutes, the question of the Customs Tariff Act provisions impliedly 

repealing the provisions of Section 33(1)(j) of the MRTP Act do not arise, was the 

submission. 

In this case the court has discussed on an adverse effect on competition. The words 

“adverse effect on competition” embraces acts, contracts, agreements or combinations which 

operate to the prejudice of the public interests by unduly restricting competition or unduly 

obstructing due course of trade. Public interest is the first consideration. It does not 

necessarily mean interest only of the industry38. 

 

Subhash Yadav v. Force Motor Ltd. &Ors39. 

The grievance of the informant, who is a customer, is that the performance of the 

SUV purchased by him was much below satisfaction. The Commission observed that the aim 

and object of the Act, is to prevent the practices having adverse effect on the competition, to 

promote competition and thereby to protect the interest of the customers. In a nutshell the 

purpose of this Act is to protect and promote fair competition in the markets in India. 

However, for the protection of individual consumer interest, there is another statue already in 

existence known as Consumer Protection Act, 1986 which mainly deals with protection of 

consumer interest against the deficiencies in services or goods being purchased by the 

consumers from sellers. Therefore, there is a clear difference between the two statutes stated 

above. The Competition Act is primarily concerned with ensuring and maintaining free and 

fair competition in Indian markets and the Act of 1986 is looking after individual consumer 

grievances against unfair trade practices and deficiencies in goods/services. 

It was held that in the light of aforesaid discussion, the information filed by the 

informant does not fall within the four corners of the Act. The Commission finds that no 

prima facie case is made out against the opposite parties either under section 3 or section 4 of 
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the Act for referring the matter to DG for investigation. It is a fit case for closure under 

section 26(2) of the Act and is hereby closed. 

 

 

Sanjeev Pandey v. Mahendra & Mahendra & Ors40. 

The Commission observed that the informant has misunderstood the Act and probably 

confused it with the Consumer Protection Act, 1986. The scope of the Act is primarily aimed 

to curb the anti-competitive practices having adverse effect on competition and to promote 

and sustain competition in the relevant markets in India. Whereas the Consumer Protection 

Act, 1986 is aimed to protect the interest of individual consumers against the unfair practices 

being widely prevalent in the market. 

It was held by the Commission that in the instant case, the informant has failed to make out a 

case under the aegis of the Act as that the main grievance of the informant of allegedly not 
getting the delivery of the said vehicle from the dealer in time cannot be entertained under the Act. 

 

Smt. Geeta Chatterjee v. M/s Bongaon Gas Service41 

The Commission concluded that the informant is a consumer of LPG gas connection 

and filed the compensation application claiming the compensation of Rs.2,28,260 towards her 

financial losses occurred due to the unfair trade practice of the respondent. The redressal 

sought by the informant cannot be given under the provisions of Competition Act, 2002 as 

this Act does not provide any consumer relief. To address the grievances of the informant, 

Competition Commission may not be the appropriate forum as this case does not attract any 

provision of the Competition Act, 2002. 

 

Shri Giriji Meena v. Mohan Gas Service42 

The Commission observed that the grievance of the complainant who is an individual 

relates to non-supply of the equipment as promised by the opposite party. After taking into 

consideration the facts and circumstances relating to this matter and in particular, the petty 

nature of the matter, it would neither be expedient nor be justified to proceed further with the 

investigation or to conduct any other proceedings in this matter. At the most the prayer of the 

complainant appears to be for the redressal of a grievance which may be covered under the 

Consumers' Forum. Hence after considering the facts of this case, the Commission is of the 

view that no prima facie case is made out either under the provisions of MRTP Act or under 

the provisions of the Competition Act for conducting any investigation or for proceeding 
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further into this matter. Hence the matter required to be closed. Thus, it is clear that the main 

goal of the Competition law in India is to regulate competition, which in turn benefits the 

consumer. For consumer grievances which do not involve the contravention of the 

Competition Act, Consumer Forums are the appropriate authority. It does not fall within the 

domain of Competition Act. 

 

In United States v American Tobacco Company43, the Supreme Court found that the 

record in that case discloses a combination on the part of the defendants with the purpose 

acquiring domination and control of inter-state commerce in tobacco by methods and 

manners clearly within the prohibition of the Anti-trust Act, and that the combination all in its 

aspects both as to stock ownership, and as to the corporation independently, including foreign 

corporation to the extent that they became co-operators in the combination, come within the 

prohibition of that Act. 

 

In Hindustan Lever Employees' Union44, The Honourable Supreme Court held that, "As a 

result of the amalgamation, if it is found that the working of the company is being conducted 

in a way which brings it within the mischief of the MRTP Act, it would be open to the 

authority under the MRTP Act to go into it and decide the controversy as it thinks fit”. This 

decision is reaffirmed in the recent case of Re Larsen and Toubro Limited (2004)121Com 

Cases 523. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Generally, The Consumer Protection Act, 1986, as originally framed, did not cover 

the complaints against Restrictive Trade Practices and did not provide redressal to the 

consumers against such practices. In 1993 the Consumer Protection Act was amended and 

extended the jurisdiction of this Act by covering RTP relating to Tie-in Sales vide section 2 

of Consumer Protection Act. Insofar as the restrictive trade practise relating to Tie-in sales is 

concerned, there is concurrent jurisdiction in the Competition Commission and Consumer 

Disputes redressal authorities set up under the Consumer Protection Act. An aggrieved 

person can approach any of these two forums, for redressal of his grievance. 

The two legislations i.e., competition law and consumer protection are interdependent 

concepts, but both operate in their own spheres. Competition law, while regulating the 

competition in the market, results in the protection of consumer interests, but consumer 
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welfare cannot be considered as the sole or ultimate goal of competition law. It is one of the 

aspects of competition law, and should not be given undue importance in its enforcement. 
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